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THE DESIGN OF DIGITAL DICTIONARY APLICATION LANGUAGE INDONESIA-LAMPUNGENESE/LAMPUNGENESE-INDONESIA WAP (WIRELESS APPLICATION PROTOCOL) BASED USING PROTOTYPING METHODE
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Lampung language is the pride and identity of Lampung. The use of Lampung is getting blur because the native speaker tend to use Indonesia. This research tried to present learning media in the form of digital dictionary of Indonesian-Lampungnese/Lampungnese-Indonesia with O dialect. With this digital dictionary, it is hoped to be one of the solutions design and the implementation of learning application through face to face digital mobile-based which is effective and efficient in online. The digital dictionary Indonesia-Lampungnese/Lampungnese-Indonesia is developed with programming language Wireless Markup Language (WML) with development method prototyping evolutionary delivery which can be accessed through mobile ware with internet access.
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